Telecommunication number allocation check list
For short codes
Kor -๕

Kor -๕-๒

Information required from for-profit corporate organizations

•

Documentary evidence of a juristic person established under Thai law or certified as a juristic person under
Thai law. Include corporate information as follows:
(A) Details about subsidiaries: The applicant must provide details of the subscriber who has been assigned
a short phone number or is applying for a short phone number allocation or has a business related to the
applying company (in the case that the company that the applicant holds shares in such subsidiary). No
matter, directly or indirectly, more than 50% of the paid up capital of the company.
(B) Details about major shareholders and cross-shareholders: An applicant for the allocation must manage
the shareholding structure, including the minority shareholders holding between 5% and 10%. Major
shareholders and business structures that shareholders is involved with the telecommunications services
and also to include the structured of cross shareholding if possible.
(C) Details about people who are involved. Applicants must identify their relationship with others in
financial terms. That is, the person or entity has one of the following relationships.
๑) An ordinary partnership or a partnership of a juristic person that the applicant company applying for a
partnership
๒) A limited partnership where the company that subscribes for a short phone number is a partner of
unlimited liability or a limited liability partnership that shares more than 30% of all shares of a limited
partnership.
๓) A limited company or a public limited company to which the company applies for the allocation of short
phone numbers or a partnership under ๑ or ๒ jointly hold more than 30% of the total number of shares sold
of that company.
๔) A limited company or a public limited company to which the company applies for the allocation of short
phone numbers or a partnership under ๑ or ๒ or company under ๓ jointly hold more than 30% of the total
number of shares sold of that company.
๕) Cooperate where the company applying for short phone number allocation can have the power to
manage as a representative of the entity.

•
•
•

The purpose of using a short phone number

•
•

Short phone number location and service area of short phone numbers

•

Installation plan and connection of short phone number devices

Status and financial performance of the applicant
Offers and plans to demonstrate the necessity of short phone numbers or a business plan to be
used with short phone numbers. Include revenue projections or the positive impact of short
phone numbers.
Incoming call statistics classified by month (number of calls per month) for the past six months
with evidence of origin

